
THE JOY AND SORROW (OF IT ALL)

 “For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause: there’s the respect
That makes calamity of so long life
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time”

William Shakespeare
              

In Peter Hristoff’s paintings, the over-lush colors and seductive layering engage us with an initial blast of joy, which quietly 
becomes undone upon closer inspection. So, it is not surprising for those who are familiar with Peter’s previous works to 
realize that everything happens against the backdrop of mortality (against the ticking clock) in the “garden”: pleasure, 
rapture, sorrow and  shame—the inevitability of death and the promise of life. The paintings reveal what we know too 
well—that we are imperfect, weak, and that we walk on a shared path towards the same destination; but it seems to be 
“the path” that is the true subject of the work. From series like “The Book of Sean,” “The History of Anatolian Folk Music” 
to “Benim Turkiyem” and his most recent “In the Garden” series, the figures are flat silhouettes, a stand-in not only for 
the artist, but much more so, a symbol for man in general. It is the posture of these shadows, of these silhouettes—their 
heads bowed in surrender, their bodies hunched under the weight of their souls—that gives us a hint of what they (we) are 
about. Yet, it is always the backdrop that reveals the larger story—the story of the journey.

Leaves, flowers and skulls imply the organic world, while the geometry and compartmentalization of space seem to be 
metaphors for walking in, out and through physical spaces, as well as through time. Clouds, stars and celestial skies seem 
to lead us to the contemplation of the age-old questions that are now at the core of the figures’ (our) consciousness:  
Where do we come from? Where are we going? (Yes, once again, there is a price to be paid for “knowledge.”) These ele-
ments also bring a certain cinematic quality, a mysterious, magical story telling, to these often small-scale works as though 
the paintings are stills from an animation movie. Peter often mentions the Disney films as being an early influence, and 
that is obvious in these works, which seem to be made of equal parts “Fantasia,” late Gothic and Early Renaissance with 
some 

  “Tom of Finland” thrown into the mix. Additionally, in these newer paintings the “garden” is implied through the use of 
stylized patterns and flowers similar to those found in classical Turkish Iznik tiles. One cannot help but wonder if the grids 
in the paintings are also a reference to these traditional tile works which, for the Ottomans, functioned as a way to bring 
the blooming garden indoors. Snakes, porn stars, hallucinogenic colors substitute for the Apple, the symbol for tempta-
tion; the Adam and Eve figures recoil. But the path hides within itself this promise (hope?), too: two naked and vulnerable 
figures (a man and a woman) in their “all too human shame” lean against each other for comfort. And this is what has 
touched me most in these paintings.               
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